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Abstract

In the context of feature selection, there is a trade-off between the number of selected
features and the generalisation error. Two plots may help tosummarise feature se-
lection: the feature selection path and the sparsity-errortrade-off curve. The feature
selection path shows the best feature subset for each subsetsize, whereas the sparsity-
error trade-off curve shows the corresponding generalisation errors. These graphical
tools may help experts to choose suitable feature subsets and extract useful domain
knowledge. In order to obtain these tools, extreme learningmachines are used here,
since they are fast to train and an estimate of their generalisation error can easily be
obtained using the PRESS statistics. An algorithm is introduced, which adds an addi-
tional layer to standard extreme learning machines in orderto optimise the subset of
selected features. Experimental results illustrate the quality of the presented method.

Keywords: extreme learning machines, regression, feature selection, regularisation

1. Introduction

Feature selection is an important issue in machine learning. On the one hand, if
not enough features are selected, prediction may be impossible. On the other hand,
using all features may reveal impossible since the amount ofavailable training data
is usually small with respect to dimensionality. Aside fromgeneralisation concerns,
feature selection may also help experts to understand whichfeatures are relevant in a
particular application. For example, in cancer diagnosis,feature selection may help
to understand which genes are oncogenic. In industry, it is interesting to know which
measures are actually useful to assess the quality of a product, since it allows reducing
the measurement costs.
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Usually there exists a trade-off between the number of selected features and the
generalisation error [1]. Indeed, more features means moreinformation, so an ideal
model should perform better. However, the curse of dimensionality and the finite num-
ber of samples available for learning may harm this ideal view when too many features
are considered. Another issue is that the best generalisation error is often not the only
objective; interpretability of the selected features may also be a major requirement.
Therefore there is often a need for the user to select the number of features by hand,
with the help of appropriate tools.

For each fixed number of selected features, one may find (at least in principle) the
optimal subset of features, giving the best generalisationerror. However choosing be-
tween the subsets created in this way for various sizes mightbe difficult. Two plots
may help to summarise feature selection: the feature selection path and the sparsity-
error trade-off curve. The feature selection path shows thebest feature subset for each
subset size, whereas the sparsity-error trade-off curve shows the corresponding general-
isation errors. From these plots, experts can choose suitable feature subsets and extract
useful domain knowledge. Notice that the feature selectionpath and the sparsity-error
trade-off curve are strongly related, for the latter allowschoosing a feature subset in
the former.

In real learning situations, the feature selection path andthe sparsity-error trade-off
curve can only be estimated, since both the target function and the data distribution are
unknown. For linear regression problems, the LARS algorithm [2] is an efficient tool
for finding the best features for linear models. However, theproblem remains open for
nonlinear regression problems and models.

For nonlinear problems, ranking methods can be used to rank features using e.g.
mutual information [3, 4]. Thereafter, feature subsets arebuilt by adding features in
the order defined by the ranking. However, feature subsets can evolve discontinuously
for nonlinear problems: the best feature subset of sized+1 does not necessarily con-
tain the best subset of sized [1]. Methods like forward or backward search [1] allow
searching through the space of possible feature subsets, but they can only select or drop
one feature at a time. Moreover, many possible feature selections must be considered
at each iteration by such methods based on greedy search.

This paper proposes a new algorithm to build the feature selection path and the
sparsity-error trade-off curve for nonlinear problems. Contrarily to e.g. forward search,
the proposed iterative algorithm considers only one neighbour at each iteration. Yet,
multiple features can enter or leave the current feature subset at each step of the search.
Extreme learning machines are used since they are very fast to train and an estimate
of their generalisation error can easily be computed [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The proposed
method is theoretically and experimentally compared with other feature selection meth-
ods. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm obtains reliable estimates of the
two plots: the feature selection path and the sparsity-error trade-off curve. In some
cases, the proposed algorithm obtains (i) optimal test errors using less features and (ii)
feature selection paths with more information, with respect to the paths obtained by the
other feature selection algorithms used here for comparison.

The following of this paper is organised as follows. Section2 discusses feature
selection. Section 3 introduces the feature selection pathand the sparsity-error trade-off
curve and discusses how they can be used in practice. Section4 proposes an algorithm
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and compares it theoretically with existing methods. Section 5 assesses the proposed
algorithm experimentally and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Domain Analysis and Feature Selection

In many applications, feature selection is necessary. Indeed, the number of avail-
able samples is usually small with respect to the data dimensionality. In that case, the
curse of dimensionality prevents us from using all the features, since the necessary
number of training samples grows exponentially with the dimensionality. Therefore,
feature selection consists in choosing a trade-off betweenthe number of selected fea-
tures and the adequacy of the learned model. However, it is not always obvious what
is agoodfeature subset.

A common criterion for assessing the quality of a subset of features is the gener-
alisation error, i.e. the expected error for new samples. This criterion relates to the
capacity of the model to generalise beyond training data. Sometimes, experts sim-
ply want to minimise the generalisation error. However, in some contexts, experts are
searching for sparse feature subsets with only a few features because interpretability is
a major concern. In such cases, the number of features is chosen in order to achieve
sufficient generalisation. Limiting the number of featuresmay also be necessary be-
cause of e.g. measurement costs. In conclusion, feature selection requires flexible tools
which are able to adapt to specific user needs.

The next section discusses two strongly related tools for addressing common ques-
tions in feature selection situations: the feature selection path and the sparsity-error
trade-off curve. Section 4 proposes an algorithm to estimate both of them in the case
of nonlinear regression problems. In this paper, the focus is set on regression and the
mean square error (MSE)
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is instancei, ti is the target value,n is the number of
samples and̂f is a function approximator with parametersθ.

3. Feature Selection Path and Sparsity-Error Trade-off Curve

Given a set of features, a feature selection path (FSP) showsthe best feature sub-
set for each subset size. Here, best feature subsets are selected in terms of general-
isation error. Figure 1 shows an estimate of the feature selection path (FSP) for an
artificial problem, called here the XOR-like problem. The artificial dataset is built
using six random features which are uniformly distributed in [0,1]. For each sample
xi =

(
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i , . . . ,x

6
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)

, the target is

f (xi) = x1
i +
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x2
i > .5

)(

x3
i > .5

)

+ εi (2)

where (i)(x> .5) is equal to 1 whenx > .5 and is equal to 0 otherwise and (ii)εi is
a noise with distributionN (0,0.1). This regression problem is similar to the XOR
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Figure 1: Estimate of the feature selection path for the XOR-like problem. Columns and rows correspond to
subset sizes and features, respectively.

problem in classification: the product term can only be computed using both features
2 and 3. In order to have a sufficient number of data for the feature selection, 1000
training samples were generated. Figure 1 is obtained with the approach proposed in
this paper (see Sections 4 and 5). Each column corresponds toa subset size, where
black cells correspond to selected features. Rows correspond to features. In essence,
a feature selection path is very similar to the plots in Efronet al. [2], which show
estimates of regression coefficients for different coefficient sparsities.

Each feature subset corresponds to a generalisation error.Indeed, for each subset
size, one can estimate how well the selected features allow generalising to new samples.
These generalisation errors are required in order to chooseone of the feature subsets
in the FSP. Therefore, one obtains a sparsity-error trade-off (SET) curve, which shows
the best achievable generalisation error for the differentfeature set sizes. Here, sparsity
refers to the size of the feature subset itself: sparse feature subsets contain less features.

Figure 2 shows an estimate of the sparsity-error trade-off (SET) curve for the XOR-
like problem, where the generalisation errors correspond to the feature subsets given
in Figure 1. The SET curve shows that the generalisation error is large when only a
few features are selected, i.e. when the feature subset is too sparse. The generalisa-
tion error improves quickly as sparsity decreases and achieves its optimum for three
features. Then, the generalisation error starts to increase, because of the curse of di-
mensionality. Indeed, the number of training samples becomes too small with respect
to the dimensionality.

Using the feature selection path and the sparsity-error trade-off curve, experts can
answer many questions. It is possible to see e.g. which features are useful, which
features are necessary to achieve correct results, which features do not seem to be
worth collecting, etc. These questions cannot be answered if one only has the best
feature subset: the path of feature subsets is necessary, aswell as the corresponding
generalisation errors.

Let us shortly discuss the XOR-like problem using the FSP andthe SET curve in
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Figure 2: Estimate of the sparsity-error trade-off curve forthe XOR-like problem.

Figures 1 and 2. Here, three features are sufficient to achieve optimal models. Indeed,
the estimate of the generalisation error has reached its minimum value. Notice that the
selected features are the relevant features in Equation (2).

The FSP provides important additional information: features 2 and 3 should be
selected together. Indeed, when only one feature is selected, the feature subset is{1}.
But when two feature are selected, feature 1 is no longer used. Instead, features 2 and
3 are selected jointly. This cannot be seen when looking onlyat the optimal feature
subset{1,2,3}. The FSP reflects Equation (2), where the target depends on a nonlinear
combination of features 2 and 3.

4. Estimating FSPs and SET Curves

In practice, the true FSP and the true SET curve are impossible to obtain. Indeed,
both the true approximated functional and the true data distribution are unknown. In-
stead, one has to rely on estimates. This section reviews existing approaches and intro-
duces a new algorithm in order to overcome their weaknesses.

4.1. Estimating the Generalisation Error

In order to estimate the SET curve, it is necessary to choose an estimator of the
generalisation error. The generalisation error corresponds to the expected value of
the error on new, unknown samples. Hence, techniques like e.g. cross-validation or
bootstrap can be used [11, 12]. Namely, these methods use theavailable data to build
a training set and a test set. A model is trained using training data and tested on test
data. The resulting error gives an estimate of the generalisation error, since none of the
test samples have been used for training. The process can be repeated to obtain reliable
estimates.

It should be pointed out that both cross-validation and bootstrap estimate the gener-
alisation of a given model, not the best possible generalisation error. Therefore, using
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a good model is necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of theSET curve. A problem
might be that the choice of the feature subsets may be biased by the model. Indeed, it
is possible for optimal feature subsets to differ with respect to the model. However, it
seems reasonable to think that the problem will not be too important for sparse feature
subsets, which are precisely the feature subsets which are looked for by experts.

In this paper, leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation [13] is used to estimate the
generalisation error. First, a single sample is removed from the dataset and a model
is built using the remaining data. Then, the prediction error on the unused sample is
computed. The process is repeated for each sample; the average result gives an estimate
of the generalisation error.

4.2. Optimising Feature Subsets
In practice, it is impossible to test all possible feature subsets, since the number

of tests grows exponentially with the dimensionality of data. Instead, one typically
starts with an arbitrary feature subset, which is iteratively improved. Examples of such
methods include LARS and forward-backward search. The latter can e.g. use mutual
information to guide the search.

LARS [2] is an algorithm which solves efficiently the LASSO problem [14], i.e.
an L1-regularised linear regression. The constraint on the L1-norm enforces sparsity:
the number of selected features increases as the regularisation decreases. LARS can
be used for feature selection and the path of its solutions can be converted into a FSP.
However, LARS is optimal for linear problems but not necessarily for nonlinear ones.

Mutual information [3, 4] is a measure of the statistical dependency between a set
of features and a target variable. It can be used to choose a subset of features using the
strength of the statistical link between the subset and the output. A simple example of
feature selection method based on mutual information consists in (i) ranking features
according to their mutual information with respect to the output and (ii) adding features
to the feature subset in the order defined by the ranking. In such a case, onlyd features
subsets need to be considered, whered is the dimensionality. Such procedures are sim-
ple, but they cannot deal efficiently e.g. with XOR-like problems, where features must
be considered together to establish statistical dependencies. An alternative consists in
using multivariate greedy methods, like e.g. forward or backward search.

Forward search [1] starts from an empty set of features and iteratively selects a
feature to add. Backward search [1] is similar, but its starts with all features and iter-
atively removes them. At each step, every feature which is not yet selected has to be
considered, which means that a total ofO(d2) feature subsets are considered. Mutual
information or validation error can be e.g. used to choose feature subsets and guide the
search. Since features are added (or removed) one at a time, successive feature subsets
can only differ by one feature, which may not be optimal in practice.

In the above methods, it is impossible to add or remove several features simultane-
ously. It means that for problems like the XOR-like problem of Section 3, the FSP may
not be optimal and may not highlight the fact that some features must be selected to-
gether. Indeed, Figure 1 shows that when the number of selected features changes from
one to two, three features must be changed. This cannot be achieved with e.g. forward
search. Moreover, for the above methods, a lot of possible feature subsets have to be
considered at each iteration.
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In the rest of this section, a new algorithm is introduced to overcome the weak-
nesses of the above methods. Namely, the proposed algorithmallows obtaining FSP
with significant differences in successive feature subsets. In Section 5, experiments
show that in some situations, the proposed algorithm obtains (i) optimal test errors us-
ing less features and (ii) FSPs with more information than the FSPs obtained by LARS
and two other greedy search algorithms.

4.3. Relaxing the Feature Selection Problem

The generalisation error is seldom used to guide the search for feature subsets.
Indeed, this error is usually very costly to estimate, sinceone needs to rely on e.g.
cross-validation. Instead, the heuristic methods described above use other objective
functions like e.g. regularised training error or mutual information. Here, a similar
approach to LARS is proposed. The feature selection problemis firstly relaxed and a
regularisation scheme is used to enforce feature sparsity.

In order to approximate the FSP and the SET curve, let us focuson finding good
feature subsets and good models for each feature subset size. Using Equation (1), the
corresponding problem can be stated for regression as

min
β,θ

1
n

n

∑
i=1

[

ti− f̂
(

β1x1
i , ..,βdxd

i |θ
)]2

s.t.‖β‖0 = ds≤ d (3)

whereβ is a vector of binary variables s.t.βi ∈ {0,1}, ‖β‖0 is the L0-norm ofβ, i.e. the
number of non-zero componentsβi , andds is the size of the feature subset. Here, each
binary variableβi indicates whether theith feature is selected or not. The constraint
limits the number of active features. Notice that the generalisation error is replaced by
the training error in (3).

Because of the L0-norm constraint, the above optimisation problem is still combi-
natorial and difficult to solve. In order to simplify the optimisation problem, let us first
rewrite Equation (3) as a regularisation, i.e.

min
β,θ

1
n

n

∑
i=1

[

ti− f̂
(

β1x1
i , ..,βdxd

i |θ
)]2

+C0‖β‖0 (4)

for some regularisation constantC0∈ℜ+. It is now possible to use a common approach
in machine learning, which consists in replacing the L0-norm with an L1-norm [15].
Indeed, it has been shown e.g. for linear models [2] and support vector machines
[16, 17] that regularising with respect to the L1-norm decreases the number of features
actually used by the model. Moreover, the L1-norm is easier to optimise than the L0-
norm. The same idea is used in LARS: [2] shows that a linear regression with an L1
regularisation can be used to reduce the number of selected features. Notice that the
above approach is similar to a common approach in integer programming which is
called relaxation [18]. Equation (4) becomes

min
β̃,θ

1
n

n

∑
i=1

[

ti− f̂
(

β̃1x1
i , .., β̃dxd

i |θ
)]2

+C1‖β̃‖1 (5)
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for some regularisation constantC1 ∈ℜ+. Vectorβ̃ no longer defines a feature subset.
Instead, Equation (5) is related tofeature scaling, a problem similar to feature selection
where ones tries to find coefficients giving a different importance to each feature.

Equation (5) is easier to solve than Equation (4) since it is differentiable. Yet,
solutions of Equation (5) can be converted into approximated solutions of Equation
(4). Indeed, a non-zerõβi variable can be considered to mean that the corresponding
feature is selected, i.e.βi = 1. Indeed, even for small values ofβ̃i , featurei is still used
by the model. The next subsection proposes an algorithm to build the FSP and the SET
curve using Equation (5).

Notice that theC1 constant is controlling the regularisation onβ̃. Indeed, the re-
sulting feature scaling becomes sparser and sparser asC1 increases. In general, an
L1-norm regularisation on a vector of coefficients causes the coefficients to become
zero one after another, until none of them remains [14, 2, 19,1]. Indeed, using the
L1-norm regularisation is equivalent to setting a Laplacian prior on β̃ [19]. Using the
L2-norm, sparsity would be lost [19, 1], which explains why theL1-norm is used here.
The L1-norm regularisation behaviour is illustrated by Efron et al. in the case of LARS
[2].

4.4. Solving the Relaxed Feature Selection Problem

For various values ofC1, the solutions of Equation (5) have different degrees of
sparsity. The algorithm which is proposed here uses this fact to span the different sizes
of feature subsets. Indeed, ifC1 is progressively increased, the sparsity of resulting
feature subsets will increase as well. In a nutshell, the proposed algorithm therefore
simply solves Equation (5) for increasingC1 values.

Solving Equation (5) is not trivial. Indeed, the objective function may be non-
convex and many local minima may exist. A possible approach is gradient descent
with multiple restarts. However, gradient descent on continuous variables can be very
slow, e.g. if the minimised function has many plateaux. Moreover, it is difficult to
reach exact values like e.g.β̃i = 0 or β̃i = 1.

In this paper, feature scalings are discretised to overcomethe above problems. In-
deed, exact solutions are not necessary, since they are converted into binary feature
subsets afterwards. The space of all possible feature scaling [0,1]d becomes a hyper-
grid {0,1/k, ..,1}d with k+1 non-zero values in each dimension. Next, the gradient of
the regularised training error is used to guide the search. At each step, the search only
considers the direct neighbour pointed to by the gradient. Here, a direct neighbour of
the feature scaling̃β is a feature scaling̃β′ s.t. maxi |β̃

′

i − β̃i | ≤
1
k . According to that

definition, several feature scalings can change at each step. In this paper,k is equal to
10 for the experiments.

The proposed procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1. A fast implementation based
on extreme learning machines is proposed in Subsection 4.5.For each repetition of the
main loop, the feature scaling̃β is randomly initialised andC1 is set to zero, i.e. no
regularisation is initially performed. The current solution and the current model are
used to update the FSP and the SET curve for‖β̃‖0 features, if necessary. Given the
current solutioñβ and the current value ofC1, the gradient of the regularised training
error is used to find a candidatẽβnew in the direct neighbourhood of̃β. If β̃new is
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actually better thañβ in terms of regularised training error, thenβ̃newbecomes the new,
current solution. Otherwise, a local minimum has been found; C1 is increased and
the algorithm searches for a sparser solution with a smallerregularised training error
(with respect to the newC1 constant). The algorithm stops whenC1 is so large that the
L0-norm‖β̃‖0 becomes zero, i.e. when the feature subset becomes empty.

Algorithm 1 local search algorithm for the relaxed feature selection problem
for all restartsdo

C1← 0
initialise β̃ randomly
find the vector of parametersθ corresponding tõβ (train a model)
compute the regularised training error

while ˜‖β‖0 > 0 do
estimate the generalisation error obtained usingβ̃ andθ
convert the feature scaling̃β into a feature subsetβ
update the FSP and the SET curve, if necessary

compute the gradient of the regularised training error
find the direct neighbour̃βnew pointed by the gradient
find the vector of parametersθnew corresponding tõβnew (train a model)

compute the new regularised training error
if the regularised error has not decreasedthen

increaseC1 until the gradient points tõβnew s.t.‖β̃new‖1 < ‖β̃‖1
increaseC1 until the regularised training error forβ̃new becomes lower

find the vector of parametersθnew corresponding tõβnew

compute the new regularised training error
end if

update the current solutioñβ with β̃new

update the vector of parametersθ with θnew

update the regularised training error
end while

end for

In Algorithm 1, θ is the vector of model parameters introduced in Equation (1).
The procedure to obtainθ depends on the type of model which is used. For example, in
the case of linear regression, instances can be first multiplied by scaling coefficients̃β.
Then, the weightsθ of the linear regression are obtained as usual using the scaled in-
stances and the target values. The case of non-linear modelsis illustrated in Subsection
4.5, which proposes a fast implementation of Algorithm 1 based on extreme learning
machines.

Since (i) each local minimum is reached in a finite number of steps and (ii)C1 is
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increased whenever a local minimum of the regularised training error is reached, Al-
gorithm 1 is guaranteed to terminate in a finite amount of steps. Eventually, the feature
subset becomes empty and the algorithm terminates. Featurescalings are converted
into feature subsets by simply assuming that features with non-zero scalings̃βi are
selected. Indeed, simply rounding the scalings toward 0 or 1could not be sufficient,
as even features which correspond to small scalings may nevertheless be used by the
model.

Algorithm 1 is not guaranteed to find the optimal solution foreach feature subset
size. However, by slowly increasing the regularisation on‖β‖1, the proposed algorithm
spans the whole spectrum of feature subsets sizes. Multiplerestarts are performed to
decrease the influence of local minima.

Compared with e.g. forward search and backward elimination, Algorithm 1 has
several advantages. Firstly, the gradient information is used to consider only one
neighbour at each iteration. Secondly, multiple features can be updated simultane-
ously. Moreover, Algorithm 1 can select unselected features or remove selected fea-
tures, which is impossible in simple forward or backward search.

4.5. Fast Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm 1 requires (i) models which are fast to train and (ii) a fast estimator of the
generalisation error. Extreme learning machines (ELMs) meet both these requirements
[5, 6, 7, 8]. Firstly, their training is very fast, since it only requires solving a linear
system. Secondly, the LOO error of an ELM can be computed quickly and exactly
using the PRESS statistics [13, 10]. The LOO error is a special case of the cross-
validation error, an estimator of the generalisation error. This subsection firstly reviews
ELMs, then shows how to use ELMs in order to implement Algorithm 1.

ELMs are feed-forward neural networks with one hidden layer(see Figure 3).
In traditional feed-forward neural networks, the weights of both hidden and output
weights are simultaneously optimised through gradient descent. This learning proce-
dure is called back-propagation in the case of the popular multi-layer perceptron [20].
However, gradient descent has many drawbacks. In particular, it is slow and can get
stuck in one of the many local minima of the objective function [5].

Extreme learning machines [5, 6, 7] provide an interesting alternative to train feed-
forward neural networks, which solves the above problems. Firstly, the weights and
biases in the hidden layer are set randomly and remain fixed during the training process.
Then, the hidden layer output matrix of the ELM withm hidden neurons is computed
as

H =







σ
(

∑d
i=1Wi1X1i +b1

)

· · · σ
(

∑d
i=1WimX1i +bm

)

...
.. .

...
σ
(

∑d
i=1Wi1Xni +b1

)

· · · σ
(

∑d
i=1WimXni +bm

)






(6)

whereσ is the activation function of the hidden units,W is thed×mmatrix of random
hidden layer weights,X is a n× d matrix where each row corresponds to a training
instance andb is them-dimensional vector of random hidden layer biases. Usually, σ
is the hyperbolic tangent tanh, but any infinitely differentiable function can be used [5].
For example, radial basis functions are also considered in [21].
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Figure 3: Feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer.

Since the output of an ELM is a linear combination of them hidden layer neuron
outputs, the output weights are found by solving the linear problem

min
w
‖T−Hw‖22 (7)

whereT is ann-dimensional vector containing the target values andw is them-dimensional
vector of output weights. It is well known that the unique solution of Equation (7) is

w= H†T (8)

whereH† is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [22] ofH. Using e.g. singular value
decomposition,H† can be computed efficiently.

In the seminal paper [5], it is shown that ELMs achieve good performances in
terms of error, with respect to other state-of-the-art algorithms. Moreover, ELMs are
shown to be much faster than traditional machine learning models. For example, they
can be trained up to thousands times faster than support vector machines. Notice that
there exist a significant number of variants of ELMs. In particular, other activation
functions can be used [21] and ELMs can be trained incrementally [9]. The universal
approximation capability of ELMs is discussed in [23].

Another advantage of ELMs is that it is possible to obtain an analytical expression
for an estimate of their generalisation error [10]. Indeed,the LOO error for an ELM
can be obtained using the PRESS statistics [13], i.e.

PRESS=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

[

ei

1−zii

]2

(9)

whereei is the error for theith training instance andzii is theith diagonal term of

Z = HH†. (10)
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Figure 4: Extreme learning machine with integrated feature scaling.

Since ELMs are fast to train and a fast estimator of their generalisation error exists,
they are perfectly fitted to implement Algorithm 1. Intuitively, as shown in Figure 4, the
feature scaling can be seen as an extra layer put in front of the ELM. In the following,
the feature scaling is directly plugged into ELMs to make thedevelopment easier. The
hidden layer output matrix of the new ELM becomes

H̃ =











σ
(

∑d
i=1Wi1β̃iX1i +b1

)

· · · σ
(

∑d
i=1Wimβ̃iX1i +bm

)

...
. ..

...

σ
(

∑d
i=1Wi1β̃iXni +b1

)

· · · σ
(

∑d
i=1Wimβ̃iXni +bm

)











. (11)

and the optimal output weights of the new ELM are now given by

w̃= H̃†T. (12)

Using the above definitions, the gradient of the regularisedtraining error with re-
spect to the scaling vectorβ̃ becomes

∇β̃MSE=







−2
n ∑n

i=1ei ∑m
j=1w jW1 jXi1H̃ ′i j
...

−2
n ∑n

i=1ei ∑m
j=1w jWd jXidH̃ ′i j






(13)
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whereei is the error for theith training instance and̃H ′ is defined as

H̃ ′ =











σ′
(

∑d
i=1Wi1β̃iX1i +b1

)

· · · σ′
(

∑d
i=1Wimβ̃iX1i +bm

)

...
. ..

...

σ′
(

∑d
i=1Wi1β̃iXni +b1

)

· · · σ′
(

∑d
i=1Wimβ̃iXni +bm

)











=







1− H̃2
11 · · · 1− H̃2

1m
...

. ..
...

1− H̃2
n1 · · · 1− H̃2

nm







(14)

sinceσ is here the hyperbolic tangent tanh whose derivative is tanh′(z) = 1− tanh(z)2.
Algorithm 1 can be implemented using (i) Equation (12) to train an ELM, (ii) Equa-

tion (9) to estimate its generalisation error and (iii) Equation (13) to compute the gradi-
ent guiding the search. Notice that the vector of model parametersθ which appears in
both Equation (1) and Algorithm 1 corresponds here to the vector of output weights ˜w.
In theory, one should optimise the ELM sizembefore starting the scaling search. How-
ever, there is no guarantee that the optimal ELM size is identical for different numbers
of selected features. Therefore, the solution chosen here is simply to choose a random
ELM size at each restart. Indeed, only ELMs with correct sizes (with respect to the
feature subset size) will eventually be taken into account,since they are precisely the
ELMs which will be used to build the FSP and the SET curve.

In the rest of this paper, the proposed implementation of Algorithm 1 is called
ELM-FS, for ELM-based feature selection.

4.6. Remarks on the Estimated SET Curve

In the proposed approach, the SET curve is estimated by selecting the best feature
subsets among those which are considered during the search.The resulting SET curve
can be used to select a feature subset, e.g. the one with the lowest generalisation error.
However, two remarks hold here. Firstly, the estimate of thegeneralisation error pro-
vided by cross-validation (and in particular LOO) tends to be less reliable when more
and more features are added, because of the curse of dimensionality. This could lead
experts to choose too large feature subsets. Secondly, the estimated generalisation error
is not valid any more as soon as a particular feature selection is chosen. Indeed, since
the estimate was used to select a particular feature subset,it is biased for this particular
solution. An additional, independent set of instances should be used to estimate the
final generalisation error. Yet, the estimated SET curve canbe used to select a subset
size.

5. Experiments

In this section, two goals are pursued through experiments.Firstly, it is neces-
sary to assess whether the proposed algorithm obtains feature subsets which are either
equivalent or better than those obtained using standard feature selection methods. Sec-
ondly, since the proposed algorithm naturally provides a FSP, it is important to assess
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whether the FSP provides useful information or not, with respect to methods which
only provide a best feature subset.

The following of this section is organised as follows. Subsection 5.1 describes the
experimental settings. Subsections 5.2 and 5.3 show the results for artificial and real
datasets, respectively.

5.1. Experimental Settings

ELM-FS is compared with three other methods, in terms of feature subsets and test
error: LARS, forward search with mutual information (MI-FW)and forward-backward
search with mutual information (MI-FWBW). LARS searches for linear relationships
in data [2], whereas MI-FW and MI-FWBW search for more general, possibly non-
linear relationships. Whereas the features and the output are compared in terms of
correlation for LARS, mutual information estimates their statistical dependency. Each
feature is normalised using the mean and the standard deviation computed on training
samples.

MI-FW starts with an empty subset of features. At each iteration, MI-FW computes
the mutual information between the current subset of features and the output. Then,
the feature which increases the most this mutual information is added to the current
subset of features. The algorithm continues until all features have been added. MI-
FW is not repeated, since it always starts with the same, empty subset of features.
The implementation of MI-FWBW is similar, except that features can be either added
or removed at each step. Moreover, MI-FWBW is repeated 100 times with random
initial feature subsets in order to (i) reduce the effect of local minima and (ii) obtain a
complete FSP. Mutual information is estimated using ak-nearest neighbours approach
introduced by Kraskov et al. [3], wherek is chosen using cross-validation [24].

ELM-FS is performed using 100 repetitions. The neurons of the 100 corresponding
ELMs are chosen in a fixed set of 100 neurons. For each repetition, (i) a random
number of neurons is chosen between 1 and 100 and (ii) the corresponding number of
neurons are chosen in the fixed set of neurons.

The test errors are computed as follows. For each dataset, anELM is initialised
with 100 neurons. Then, for each feature selection algorithm and each feature subset
size, the output weights are optimised using the feature subset of the corresponding
size, the training samples and OP-ELM, a state-of-the-art method in extreme learning
[10]. Eventually, the predictions of the resulting ELM are compared on the test samples
in order to produce the test error. In order to be able to compare the different feature
selection algorithms, the test errors for a given dataset are obtained using the same
initial ELM. Therefore, identical feature subsets correspond to identical test errors.

5.2. Results on Artificial Datasets

In this subsection, two artificial toy problems are used to compare ELM-FS with
LARS, MI-FW and MI-FWBW: (i) the XOR-like problem introducedin Section 3 and
(ii) a complex, nonlinear functional [24]. For convenience, the definition of the XOR-
like problem is repeated below.

For the XOR-like problem, the artificial dataset is built using six random features
which are uniformly-distributed in[0,1]. For each samplexi =

(

x1
i , . . . ,x

6
i

)

, the target
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is
f (xi) = x1

i +
(

x2
i > .5

)(

x3
i > .5

)

+ εi (15)

where (i) (x > .5) is equal to 1 whenx > .5 and is equal to 0 otherwise and (ii)εi

is a noise with distributionN (0,0.1). This regression problem is similar to the XOR
problem in classification: the product term can only be computed using both features 2
and 3.

For the functional problem, the artificial dataset is built using ten random features
which are uniformly-distributed in[0,1]. For each samplexi =

(

x1
i , . . . ,x

10
i

)

, the target
is

f (xi) = 10sin
(

x1
i

)

x2
i +20

(

x3
i − .5

)2
+10x4

i +5x5
i + εi (16)

whereεi is a noise with distributionN (0,0.1).
For both artificial problems, 1000 training samples were generated in order to have

a sufficient amount of data for the feature selection. Each test set consists of 9000
samples, so that the test error accurately estimates the generalisation error.

For the XOR-like dataset, Figure 5 shows (i) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-
FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii) the test errors for the
four methods. The SET curve recommends to use 3 features. In this case, the four
methods choose the correct feature subset, i.e.{1,2,3}. However, the FSP obtained
using ELM-FS provides additional information: features 2 and 3 should be selected
together. Indeed, when ELM-FS selects only one feature, feature 1 is selected. But
when ELM-FS selects two features, feature 1 is no longer used. Instead, features 2 and
3 are selected jointly. This information cannot be seen on the FSPs of LARS, MI-FW
and MI-FWBW: they successively select feature 1 and either feature 2 or feature 3.
In conclusion, the FSP obtained using ELM-FS reflects well Equation (15), where the
target depends on a nonlinear combination of features 2 and 3. Notice that when only
two features are selected, ELM-FS obtains a slightly smaller test error, which supports
its choice of features.

For the functional dataset, Figure 6 shows (i) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-
FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii) the test errors for the
four methods. ELM-FS recommends to use the five features which are actually the
ones used to compute the target. Identical feature subsets and test errors are obtained
using the other algorithms, except LARS which includes feature 3 only for large feature
subset sizes and achieves larger test errors.

According to results for the XOR-like and functional datasets, ELM-FS is able to
cope with nonlinearities and obtains sound feature subsets. Moreover, for both datasets,
the feature subset which corresponds to the minimum of the SET curve also obtains
the minimum test error. In other words, the SET curve estimated by ELM-FS using the
PRESS statistics is a valuable tool for choosing the size of the optimal feature subset.

An important difference between ELM-FS and the other methods, i.e. LARS, MI-
FW and MI-FWBW, is that the obtained FSP highlight features which must be selected
together. Indeed, ELM-FS is able to drop a feature when the feature subset size in-
creases, in order to add two new features which must be used jointly. This provides an
insightful information about the target function.

Table 1 shows the computation times for the different feature selection algorithms,
including the computation time for the selection of thek parameter used by the Kraskov
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(a) FSP: LARS (b) FSP: MI-FW (c) FSP: MI-FWBW

(d) FSP: ELM-FS (e) SET curve: ELM-FS (f) test errors

Figure 5: Results for the XOR-like dataset: (a-d) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS, (e)
the SET curve for ELM-FS and (f) the test errors for the four compared methods. Notice the logarithmic
scales for errors.

(a) FSP: LARS (b) FSP: MI-FW (c) FSP: MI-FWBW

(d) FSP: ELM-FS (e) SET curve: ELM-FS (f) test errors

Figure 6: Results for the functional dataset: (a-d) the FSPsfor LARS, MI-FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS,
(e) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (f) the test errors for the four compared methods. Notice the logarithmic
scales for errors.
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LARS MI-FW MI-FWBW ELM-FS

XOR-like 1.2e-2 1.0e+2 2.6e+2 3.1e+2
functional 1.3e-2 1.7e+2 5.1e+2 4.2e+2

Table 1: Computation times in seconds of the different featureselection algorithms for the XOR-like problem
and the functional problem, including the search of thek parameter for the Kraskov estimator.

estimator of the mutual information. In terms of computation time, ELM-FS is compa-
rable to MI-FWBW, whereas LARS and MI-FW are faster. However,it should be high-
lighted that (i) LARS only searches for linear relationships and (ii) MI-FW searches
through a much smaller space of possible feature subsets.

5.3. Results on Real Datasets

In this subsection, four real datasets [25] are used to compare ELM-FS with LARS,
MI-FW and MI-FWBW: (i) the diabetes dataset from Efron et al. [2], (ii) the Poland
electricity load dataset [26], (iii) the Santa Fe laser dataset [27] and (iv) the anthrokids
dataset [28]. The diabetes dataset consists of 442 samples with 10 continuous fea-
tures. For comparison, a FSP is given for LARS in [2]. The Poland electricity load
dataset consist of 1370 samples with 30 continuous features. The original time series
is transformed into a regression problem, where the 30 past values are used to predict
the electricity load of the next day. For example, the first feature corresponds to the last
day. The Santa Fe laser dataset consists of 10081 samples with 12 continuous features.
The anthrokids dataset consists in 1019 samples with 53 features. For the experiments,
the diabetes dataset, the Poland electricity load dataset and the anthrokids dataset are
split into two parts: 70% of the instances are used for training and the remaining 30%
of the instances are used for test. The Santa Fe laser datasetis split into a training set
of 1000 instances and a test set of 9081 instances.

For the diabetes dataset, Figure 7 shows (i) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-
FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii) the test errors for the
four methods. For feature subsets of at most three features,LARS and ELM-FS obtain
lower test errors than MI-FW and MI-FWBW. The FSP of LARS and ELM-FS are
identical for the three first subset sizes: feature 3 (body mass index), feature 9 (one
of the serum measurements) and feature 4 (blood pressure). For larger feature subset
sizes, the four algorithms achieve similar test errors. Here, ELM-FS has no advantage
over other methods, but it achieves performances which are similar in terms of test
error to those obtained by LARS, which it the best other method for this dataset. The
SET curve provided by ELM-FS shows that using two or three features, almost optimal
results can be achieved, which is confirmed by the test errors.

For the Poland electricity load dataset, Figure 8 shows (i) the FSPs for LARS, MI-
FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii)the test errors
for the four methods. According to the SET curve for ELM-FS, seven features are
sufficient to achieve almost optimal generalisation error.For this subset size, LARS,
MI-FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS choose the feature subsets{1,6,7,14,21,23,30},
{1,7,8,14,15,21,22}, {1,7,8,14,15,21,22} and {1,3,7,8,21,22,23}, respectively.
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(a) FSP: LARS (b) FSP: MI-FW (c) FSP: MI-FWBW

(d) FSP: ELM-FS (e) SET curve: ELM-FS (f) test errors

Figure 7: Results for the diabetes dataset: (a-d) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS, (e)
the SET curve for ELM-FS and (f) the test errors for the four compared methods. Notice the logarithmic
scales for errors.

In other words, the four methods recommend to use the electricity load of yesterday
(feature 1) and the electricity load of previous weeks on thesame day (e.g. features 7,
14 or 21). Moreover, they recommend to use the electricity load around these days (e.g.
features 6, 8, 15 or 22), which could e.g. be used to estimate the time series derivative.
A few other features are used (e.g. features 3, 23 and 30), which may be explained by
the important amount of redundancy in this regression problem. Test errors are similar
for the four methods.

For the Santa Fe laser dataset, Figure 9 shows (i) the FSPs forLARS, MI-FW,
MI-FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii) thetest errors for
the four methods. For ELM-FS, the SET curve shows that 4 features are sufficient
to achieve almost optimal results. The FSP for ELM-FS shows that the corresponding
subset is{1,2,4,7}. But the FSP also shows that features 3 and 8 seem to be important.
Here, the FSP provide additional information: the analysisof the successive feature
subsets for smaller subset sizes reveals other interestingfeatures. This cannot be seen
if only the selected feature subset is considered. LARS, MI-FW and MI-FWBW do
not select features 1, 2, 4, and 7 together for small feature subsets. It explains that
ELM-FS beats them in terms of test error for these subsets sizes. Here, LARS needs
eight features to achieves a similar test error, whereas themethods based on mutual
information are not able to compare to ELM-FS. Notice that the FSP obtained using
ELM-FS has many discontinuities, which suggests redundancy or complex interactions
between the features and the target function.

For the anthrokids dataset, Figures 10, 11 and 12 show (i) theFSPs for LARS, MI-
FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS, (ii) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (iii)the test errors
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(a) FSP: LARS (b) FSP: MI-FW

(c) FSP: MI-FWBW (d) FSP: ELM-FS

(e) SET curve: ELM-FS (f) test errors

Figure 8: Results for the Poland electricity load dataset: (a-d) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-FWBW and
ELM-FS, (e) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (f) the test errors for the four compared methods. Notice the
logarithmic scales for errors.
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(a) FSP: LARS (b) FSP: MI-FW (c) FSP: MI-FWBW

(d) FSP: ELM-FS (e) SET curve: ELM-FS (f) test errors

Figure 9: Results for the Santa Fe laser dataset: (a-d) the FSPs for LARS, MI-FW, MI-FWBW and ELM-FS,
(e) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (f) the test errors for the four compared methods. Notice the logarithmic
scales for errors.

for the four methods. For ELM-FS, the SET curve shows that 9 features are sufficient
to achieve almost optimal results. The test error achieves its minimum around this
point for all methods. No method seems to be significantly better than the others. Yet,
the FSP for ELM-FS is different from the three other FSPs: whereas LARS, MI-FW
and MI-FWBW choose successive feature subsets which are verysimilar by design,
ELM-FS does not suffer from this constraint. The discontinuities in the FSP for ELM-
FS indicate that there is an important amount of redundancy between features in this
regression problem, what could not be seen with LARS, MI-FW and MI-FWBW. A
closer analysis shows that three clusters of features are selected often in the 9 first
columns of the FSP for ELM-FS: features 1-3, 19-21 and 35-39.These three clusters
are also found by the other feature selection methods. Notice that ELM-FS also selects
e.g. features 8, 12 and 49 which are not selected by other methods.

Similarly to the case of artificial datasets, the results obtained in this subsection
show that ELM-FS obtains sound feature subsets. For the diabetes dataset, the Poland
electricity load dataset and the anthrokids dataset, ELM-FS is equivalent to the best
methods in terms of test error. For all four datasets, the SETcurve obtained by ELM-FS
can be used to select the best feature subset size. For the Poland electricity load dataset
and the Santa Fe laser dataset, the feature subset which corresponds to the minimum
of the SET curve also obtains the minimum test error. For the diabetes dataset and the
anthrokids dataset, the feature subset which corresponds to a sufficient LOO error in the
SET curve almost obtains the minimum test error, with 3 and 9 features respectively.

The results for the Santa Fe laser dataset show that ELM-FS can be useful for
problems with complex relationships between the features and the output. Firstly, the
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(a) FSP: LARS

(b) FSP: MI-FW

Figure 10: Results for the anthrokids dataset: (a-b) the FSPs for LARS and MI-FW.
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(a) FSP: MI-FWBW

(b) FSP: ELM-FS

Figure 11: Results for the anthrokids dataset: (a-b) the FSPs for MI-FWBW and ELM-FS.
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(a) SET curve: ELM-FS (b) test errors

Figure 12: Results for the anthrokids dataset: (a) the SET curve for ELM-FS and (b) the test errors for the
four compared methods. Notice the logarithmic scales for errors.

LARS MI-FW MI-FWBW ELM-FS

diabetes 1.7e-3 1.2e+1 5.5e+1 6.0e+1
Poland electricity load 9.7e-3 4.9e+2 2.1e+3 7.1e+2

Santa Fe 2.9e-2 2.5e+2 7.0e+2 5.0e+2
anthrokids 2.4e-2 4.1e+2 3.3e+3 4.5e+2

Table 2: Computation times in seconds of the different featureselection algorithms for the diabetes dataset,
the Poland electricity load dataset, the Santa Fe Laser dataset and the anthrokids dataset, including the search
of thek parameter for the Kraskov estimator.

optimal test error is achieved with only four features, whereas LARS needs eight fea-
tures to achieve a similar result. For the Santa Fe laser dataset, the small feature subsets
obtained by ELM-FS allows reaching test errors which are significantly better (for the
same subset sizes) than the test errors achieved by other methods. Secondly, the FSP
obtained by ELM-FS reflects the complex relationships between the features and the
target: there are many discontinuities in the FSP, which is also the case for the an-
throkids dataset.

Table 2 shows the computation times for the different feature selection algorithms,
including the computation time for the selection of thek parameter used by the Kraskov
estimator of the mutual information. In terms of computation time, ELM-FS is compa-
rable to MI-FWBW, whereas LARS and MI-FW are faster. Again, itshould be high-
lighted that (i) LARS only searches for linear relationships and (ii) MI-FW searches
through a much smaller space of possible feature subsets.

6. Conclusion

This paper reviews two visual tools to help users and expertsto perform feature
selection and gain knowledge about the domain: the feature selection and the sparsity-
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error trade-off curve. The ELM-FS algorithm is proposed to build these two tools. A
specific implementation using ELMs is used to analyse different datasets. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed tools and the proposed algorithm can actually
help users and experts. Indeed, they provide not only the optimal number of features,
but also the evolution of the estimation of the generalisation error, and which features
are selected for different number of selected features. Theproposed methodology al-
lows making a trade-off between feature selection sparsityand generalisation error.
This way, experts can e.g. reduce the number of features in order to design a model of
the underlying process.
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